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In December 1960, the US Navy Bureau of 
Ships issued a requirements document for a 
hydrofoil research ship designated the AGEH-
1. This designation stands for Ocean-Going 
Auxiliary (A), General (G), Experimental (E), 
Hydrofoil (H). It was to be a 50-knot hydrofoil 
with provision for future conversion to achieve
speeds up to 90 knots! This was to be 
accomplished by addition of two more gas 
turbines and a supercavitating strut foil system.
Its purpose was to provide criteria for design of
future Navy hydrofoil ships and to explore the 
utility of such ships for Anti-Submarine 
Warfare (ASW) and other Navy missions.

W. M. Ellsworth* summarizes the long and 
sometimes agonizing history of PLAINVIEW 
acquisition, construction and trials. He relates 
that proposals were submitted by a number of 
contractors. Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation (now named Grumman Aerospace 
Corporation) was selected as the contractor 
based on their submission, which consisted of 
two different concepts. One had fixed foils that
could be retracted only with a crane at 
dockside. The other had a fully self-contained 
foil retraction system. The fully-retractable 
design was selected and, on 26 October 1961, 
Grumman was awarded a cost-type contract for
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the guidance design of AGEH-1. The 
Grumman team included Newport News 
Shipbuilding Corp. and General Electric Co. 
Grumman was designated the Program 
Manager and principal designer, and it was 
proposed that they build the foils and install 
the transmission. Newport News was to be 
involved in the design of the shipboard systems
and the hull, and would be the hull builder and 
outfitter. The General Electric Co. had the 
responsibility for the propulsion system.

The guidance design took about one year, followed by preliminary design and weight estimates 
submittal and approval in February 1962. The contract drawings and final draft of the specifications 
were signed off by the Navy on 9 October 1962. Grumman's estimate for detail design and construction
was about $17M. Since the Navy had budgeted only $12M, they exercised their option to recompete 
the procurement. Additional bids were received, all of which were in the neighborhood of $17M, 
except for the bid of Puget Sound Bridge and Drydock Co. in Seattle, Washington (later to become 
Lockheed Shipbuilding and Construction Co.). They bid just under $12M and, on 9 July 1963, were 
awarded a fixed-price contract for detail design and construction. The contract for this 320-ton 
advanced hydrofoil, the largest ever constructed, was only seven pages long. As it turned out, the actual
cost of the ship, including changes, was close to $21M.

There were numerous contributors to the design and construction of PLAINVIEW under the overall 
responsibility of Lockheed Shipbuilding and Construction Co. These were W. C. Nickum & Sons for 
engineering and detail design, Rucker for the design of the hydraulic system, General Electric for the 
design and construction of the hullborne and foilborne transmissions, Hamilton Standard for the 
automatic control system, and Lockheed California for design and construction of the strut/foil system.

The keel was laid on 8 May 1964, and the ship was launched on 28 June 1965. It was christened 
PLAINVIEW in honor of Plainview, New York and Texas. The ship made its first foilborne flight of 11-
1/2 minutes on 21 March 1968, but it was nearly a year later, on 3 February 1969, that it began 
Preliminary Acceptance Trials. On 1 March 1969, the Navy reluctantly took delivery and assigned the 
ship to the Navy Hydrofoil Special Trials Unit (HYSTU) located at the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard in 
Bremerton, Washington for administrative and technical control. This was nearly 3-1/2 years later than 
the originally projected delivery date. Much of this delay was due to 3 major strikes during the 
construction period. PLAINVIEW was far from problem free at time of delivery. The Navy decided that 
its best course of action was to undertake its own program of deficiency correction if the ship was 
every to become fully operational. Final Contract Trials were begun on 21 January 1970, and on 2 
March 1970, the Navy accepted the ship.

This 320-ton hydrofoil was characterized by its long, slender. One might wonder why there was no "A"
on the hull of PLAINVIEW in view of its "AGEH-1" designation. It turns out that it is not customary to 
include the "A" on the hull of US Navy auxiliary ships.

The ship had a length of 212 feet and an extreme beam with foils down of 70.8 feet. It attained 
foilborne speeds of over 50 knots from two General Electric LM-1500 gas turbine engines driving two 
supercavitating propellers. Two Packard diesel engines drove propellers for low-speed hullborne 
operations.

The large foils were forward, and a smaller foil was located aft, which puts the PLAINVIEW foil 



arrangement in the conventional, or airplane category.

PLAINVIEW possessed many unusual characteristics, the most significant of which were:

• The largest hydrofoil ship in the world at that time. It was subsequently been surpassed by the 
Soviet BABUCHKA hydrofoil at about 400 tons. 

• The largest high-speed aluminum hull. 
• The highest subcavitating foil loading at 1460 pounds per square foot. 
• The largest vehicular hydraulic system with a pressure of 3,600 pounds per square inch at 1,000 

gallons per minute. 
• The highest power Zee-drive transmission incorporating two 15,000 horsepower units. 
• The largest high-speed supercavitating propellers with a diameter of 5.2 feet and a design 

rotational speed of 1,700 rpm. A visitor to the David Taylor Research Center in Annapolis MD 
will see one of these propellers mounted on a pedestal near the Center's main entrance. The 
propeller's titanium structure remains sparkling bright through all the elements wrought by the 
Washington DC weather! 

• The highest design sea state capability at high speed. PLAINVIEW could essentially maintain its
design speed through ten-foot waves with little difficulty. 

The story of PLAINVIEW is told in much more detail in a paper entitled "A Ship Whose Time Has 
Come… and Gone," by Robert J. Johnston and W. C. O'Neill, which was presented at the 
AIAA/SNAME Advanced Marine Vehicles Conference, Baltimore MD, October 2-4, 1979.

As mentioned before, on of the objectives of the ship was to demonstrate the applicability of hydrofoils
to Navy missions. In addition to the many technical aspects of the ship's design, the authors described 
several operations which include the launching of torpedoes, the firing of missiles such as the Sea 
Sparrow, the launching and retrieval of remotely piloted vehicles (RPVs), underway replenishment / 
personnel transfer, and multiple ship close formation flying.

Unfortunately, soon after emerging from a program of deficiencies correction and returning to the trials
program with many successful operations in its log, PLAINVIEW fell victim to the Congressional 
budget knife. She made her last foilborne flight on 17 July 1978, ending with a total of 268 foilborne 
hours and without ever being tested to the limits of her rough water capability. The ship was officially 
inactivated on 22 September 1978 and towed to the inactive fleet at Bremerton WA. In May of 1979, 
the hull (less the struts and foils, gas turbines, and other special equipment) was sold to a private party 
for the sum of $128,000. The engines, foils, and transmissions were retained by the Navy for possible 
use on another prototype hydrofoil or another advanced naval vehicle. It was understood that the ship 
was to be converted for use as a fishing boat. This was either unsuccessful or was never attempted. The 
final indignity for this once proud and beautiful ship was being relegated to resting on a mud flat near 
Astoria Oregon.

 

* Ellsworth, William M., Twenty Foilborne Years, The US Navy Hydrofoil HIGH POINT (PCH-1), 
published by the David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center in 1987.
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